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The prevention and treatment of juvenile delinauency are
carried on by a variety of organizations, the particular
agency selected varying more or less with the age of the
child. The earliest signs of delinquency in very young
children are known to psychiatry and to social work as be-
havior problems, A distinction is observed between neurotic
traits like abnormal fears, food finickiness, enuresis, and
the like, which might eventually become psychoneuroses or
psychoses and aggressive acts such as temper tantrums, de-
structiveness, causing injury to other children which might
develop into delinquency and crime in later years. For the
treatment of both, habit clinics have been set up. This is
the first in a series of systems and organizations for the
prevention and treatment of undesirable and antisocial sympto-
matic behavior.
The nursery and the nursery school help to prevent and to
overcome much unwholesome behavior in preschool children.
There, too, however, only a select few are benefitted. Child-
ren's hospitals, private social agencies including protective
societies, child placement organizations, family welfare so-
cieties, public and private child guidance clinics, clubs,
community centers, summer camps, and similar organizations are
in a position to influence the behavior of children; but again
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2comparison with those known to he in need of this assistance.
The behavior of all young children is influenced in one way
or another, for good or for bad, by our public educational in-
stitutions. The first real opportunity presented outside of
the home to meet the emotional needs of most children is in
the public schools. With only a few notable exceptions, they
have failed to take advantage of this great opportunity. The
key to the prevention of a considerable amount of insanity,
delinquency, and crime lies in our democratic public school
system. With reasonably small classes, with teachers trained
in child psychology, with an understanding school administra-
tion, and with a genuine child-guidance department as part of
the school system, remarkable results can be achieved aiming
towards the normal emotional development of o\ir children and
towards a socially healthy community.
An adequate child-guidance system certainly is more in keep-
ing with our modern understanding of the needs and problems of
school children than the old method of compelling school at-
tendance by means of truant officers. Furthermore, a case -work
setup is more likely to study and to treat the total child in
his total situation, iiven the more recent introduction of
visiting teachers into the public schools is not enough. Al-
though it represents a great step forward and at its best can
produce excellent results with maladjusted children, it is but
a compromise. Nothing short of a complete understanding of the
school child is sufficient. The public schools must make an
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3all-out attack on the problems of maladjustment among its pu-
pils, This requires a distinct department with proper office
facilities, secretarial assistance, and status at least equal
to that of the physical training and language departments. The
obsolete repressive measures of truant officers and the half-
way compromise of the visiting teacher system must give way to
a modern child-guidance administration within the public school
system of our country*
When all of these influences fail to prevent delinquency,
either because they have not contacted the child and his family
or because they have not been effective in their treatment,
"reformatory” agencies are brought into the picture. The ju-
venile court is the foremost of these agencies not merely be-
cause it has secured excellent publicity but also because it is
an unique combination of a social agency and a law-enforcing
body. The jtivenile court, at its best, tries to act as if it
were the best and wisest parent, as a case-v/ork agency, and as
a public disciplinarian* Various claims have been made for the
juvenile court system and for its effectiveness. Unquestion-
ably, it has been the medium of rehabilitation for many hundreds
of children. Just how efficient it is we will not know until a
series of studies similar to the Gluecks* One Thousand Juvenile
Delinquents has been made. There are leading social scientists,
hov/ever, who express grave doubts concerning the extension of
the juvenile court. From their standpoint, the juvenile court
has failed largely because it has not been able to do a real
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4case-work job* One possible alternative is a state-wide
Children* s Bureau similar to that in the process of development
in the Commonwealth of Virginia,
In any case, a community needs the services of a juvenile
court or of a suitable substitute* To be worthy of the name,
a juvenile court should be staffed with judges and probation
officers who are specially trained in child psychology, psy-
chiatry, social work, economics, and the other social sciences*
It should be housed separately from the adult court and its
personnel and docket should have no relationship to the crimin-
al court*
A successful probation department in the juvenile court de-
pends not only upon careful selection of probationers by an en-
lightened judge, but also upon the choice of probation officers
the reasonableness of the case load, suitable office facilities
and the availability and use of professional assistance both
within and without the court itself* Decent employment prac-
tices involving salaries commensurate with those of high school
executives, fair vacation allowances, sick leave, time off for
further education and training, — all of these aid materially
in the morale of the probation officers, in the treatment of
the delinquent child, and, therefore, reduce the cost to the
community both in money and in human misery*
When the juvenile court and probation fail and/or when in-
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child is committed to a training school. (Foster home place-
ment is not being treated here inasmuch as it is an excellent
alternative to training school commitment and deserves a
I
lengthy discussion as a vital phase of treatment within the
system of probation). Commitment to a training school is a
step which should be taken only after a thorough study is made
of the child’s personality and of his background and only after
the most serious consideration is given to all the factors in-
volved. It generally implies a sharp break from everything
that the child has held dear up to that time and may act as a
psychological trauma. To the family, it is a shocking exper-
ience as a rule. The forceful wrenching of a child from his
natural environment is the beginning of a series of new prob-
lems for him, for his family, and for the community.
The commitment of the child to a state training school sets
a considerable amount of intricate administrative machinery in
motion. The extent to which this activity is carried on de-
pends upon the state in which the school is located, the in-
stitution itself, and related organizations. As later chapters
indicate, some training schools are conducted quite independ-
ently; others are controlled to a considerable extent by a
state department. Various sub-departments and branches become
active in the case of the child who is committed.
Among these divisions is that pertaining to parole. Parole
is ”the remission of an unexpired remainder of a commitment
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6to an institution (prison, state hospital, correctional
school) permitting the individual to return to his community,
under the smrweillance of a supervising officer, during sat-
1
isfactory behavior or until the expiration of the sentence.”
Unfortunately, the term "parole" has been associated too much
with the condition of ex-convicts in the average person’s
mind and savors not at all of the elements of child care,
child protection, and treatment of unfortunate children which
juvenile parole really intends to be* For this reason, among
others, the parole worker is variously termed "social worker",
"placement worker", "supervisor", and "aftercare worker" in
different institutions* The term "parole" is used in this
study only because of the lack of an universally accepted
substitute* It is necessary for the sake of clarity and con-
venience to use this expression until a more desirable and
convenient expression is invented.
Thus we come to the end of the gamut of existing treatment
systems for young offenders in the United States* From habit
clinics to juvenile parole, the community has set up a series
of organizations to prevent and to treat delinquency* A vary-
ing degree of emphasis in time, money, organizational setup,
facilities, and personnel has been placed on these agencies
by the government and by private social work* There have
1 Erie iFiske Young, The New Social Worker’s Dictionary
(Los Angeles: Social Work Technique, 1939), p*109*
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7been many addresses and many pages of exhortation urging the
prevention of delinquency through the efficient organization
and administration of the agencies used prior to commitment.
But what about the prevention of crimes to be commilfed by
boys and girls who have graduated from the influence of habit
clinics, foster home agencies, the juvenile covirt, etc.?
To a considerable extent, the period during which the child
is on parole from the state training school represents the
connecting link, the twilight zone betv/een either juvenile
delinquency and a reasonably pennanent adjustment or between
juvenile delinquency and crime. This is so because, in the
first place, the training school permits the first prolonged
period of intimate contact between similar offenders ( in
addition to gang activity, prior to commitment, which is not
in the picture for all delinquents, by any means ). Some in-
mates act as all too competent instructors in the ways of
crime. It is almost trite to remark that children learn at
the training schools whet they haven’t already acquired on
the streets and in the back alleys of the slimis from their
fellow-delinquents. At the training schools, they acquire
new techniques in lock picking, shoplifting, "rolling" drunks,
stealing automobiles, etc. In these institutions, new ac-
quaintanceships are made aiming toward and resulting in mutual
exploits and adventures in crime following release. Here they
fortify and aggravate one another’s disrespect for and antag-
onism toY/ards authority. These and other serious consequences
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8of training school contacts tend to make full-fledged crim-
inals out of mere delinquents. (This is not to negate the
positive and the constructive influences of training school
treatment, the opportunities for wholesome staff influence
toward habit training and character development, the cor-
rection of physical defects, the improvement of the child »s
general health, the correction of academic deficiencies, the
training and encouragement of desirable work habits, the edu-
cation for the constructive use of leisure time, the acquis-
ition of hobbies and new interests, the development of special
skills, etc. However, the purpose, function, and value of
the training school per se is not within the scope of this
study.
)
Another hazardous aspect of the period usually represented
by juvenile parole is the age range. These children are gen-
erally in the early and middle periods of their adolescence
when they are released on parole. In the normal child, this
is the time when there is an increasing interest in sex, in
automobiles, in dances and parties, in group activities, and
in adventure. The ideation and the kind of companions a child
associates with at this stage are immeasurable in their effect
upon his development. The boy and the girl who have just been
released from the training school need to have their attention
diverted from the subjects in which they and their companions
were unwholesomely interested while they were inmates and
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9need the strongest kind of influence to help them to continue
and to further the wholesome aspects of their institutional
training.
If, then, this period is vitally important in preventing
the development of delinquency into crime, is there not a
considerable body of factual material and literature on the
subject? Strange as it may seem, practically nothing has
been written pertaining to juvenile parole. Of the two major
aspects of parole, namely; administration and case work, some
studies are beginning to emerge in the former only. It is
necessary to know first what organizational setups actually
exist in the area of juvenile parole in order to know what is
most effective. Then standards of administration and of case
work can be set in this field. Good ease work cannot result
from weak administration. Only when progressive standards of
organization, personnel, and employment practices are es-
tablished has case work a chance.
Important accomplishments in the analysis and in the in-
terpretation of present standards and practices in juvenile
parole at five state training schools have been achieved by
the United States Children’s Bureau in its two-part study en-
2
titled Institutional Treatment of Delinquent Boys and by the
2 United states Children’s Bureau, Institutional
Treatment of Delinquent Boys , two parts (Government Printing
Office, 1935 and 1936, publication numbers 228 and 230),

10
Osborne Association* Under the able direction of
Mr. Austin MacCormick, the latter organization is conducting
3
a series of studies of state training schools. Three
volumes representing field work studies of twenty-siz of
these institutions to date have been published by the
Osborne Association. None of these studies, hov/ever, has
placed major emphasis on parole inasmuch as they were inter-
ested in the entire training school problem. Therefore, the
findings provide only a partial presentation of the problems
of parole. Furthermore, it will be a long time before all
of the state training schools are studied by either of the
abovementioned organizations.
It is the aim of the present study to ascertain the pres-
ent status of parole administration in all the state train-
ing schools in the United States and to set standards. It
is hoped that these standards may when established be tenta-
tive and accessible to change as new facts and new ideas
materialize. Without such standards and without a fertile
imagination and the readiness to progress with the times,
no profession is worthy of the name.
3 1?he Osborne Association, Handbook of American
Institutions for Delinquent Juveniles , three volumes to
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The institutions included in this study are all of the
state training schools listed in the United States Children’s
1
Bureau’s Directory as being ”only training schools under
public auspices whose primary function is care of delinquent
children”. County and local training schools were excluded
mainly in order to limit this particular study and also be-
cause of the well-recognized inferiority of county institu-
tions and of the questionable ability of cities and towns to
conduct institutions of this kind in an efficient manner.
The poor standards in county jails, for example, are all too
2familiar. A study not only of parole but of the administra-
tion of county and local training schools would be timely,
however. Private institutions for the education and training
of delinquent children also present a variety of standards
and practices. A good deal can be learned from studying their
"treatment programs". Noteworthy institutions under private
auspices include, among others, Longview Farm in Massachusetts
the Kurn Hattin Homes in Vermont, the Hawthorne and Cedar
Knolls Schools in New York, ajid the Children’s Village in
New York.
1 Directory of "State. Coimty. and Municipal Training
Schools Carina for Delinquent Children in the United StatesT
U.S. Children’s Bureau Publication #264, 1940.
2 Sheldon Glueck. Crime And Justice (Boston: Little,
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In studying the standards and methods of parole existing in
the state training schools, an effort is being made to in-
clude practically every aspect of parole administration with-
out entering into the problems involved in commitment, ad-
mission procedure, and what is specifically institutional
treatment. This study pertains to conditions existing diiring
the period December, 1941 to March, 1942,
Ideally, the best method of securing the necessary inform-
ation is to spend some time in the institutions and in the
offices of the parole departments where one may read records,
observe procedures, and talk at length with the heads of de-
partments and with staff members. An ambitious study of this
nature is being conducted with painstaking care by the
Osborne Association but it is not limited to parole which re-
ceives only its due portion of emphasis in that series.
The next best thing to actually visiting the institutions
is to send out carefully planned questionnaires to the super-
intendents of the training schools, and to supplement the in-
formation received in the replies by similar material secured
from state departments, by information acquired from annual
reports, and by the interpretation of other documentary
sources,
A number of problems had to be faced in drawing up and in
distributing the questionnaires. What information was de-
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How could one be inclusive without making the questionnaire
too long? How could one include all the important subjects
without making the filling of the questionnaires an arduous
task? How to make the recipient interested in answering the
questions? How to gain his confidence? How to insure the re-
turn of information? How to secure an adequate sample in view
of the likelihood that all of the questionnaires would not be
retximed within a reasonable time?
The inclusion of all the important questions was assisted
both by the writer’s intimate knowledge of parole work over
a period of more than ten years and by his scanning the sub-
ject matter treated in previous studies of training schools.
The significant subjects seemed to come under the follovring
classifications:




(5) Administration of parole case work,
(6) Request for documentary material,
(7) Miscellaneous comments.
The questions were organized under these headings in the mind
of the writer but in more or less logical order on the
questionnaire as the reader would think of them. Only the
most important questions were included in the weeding out
process until only twenty were left.
This large number of questions involving a variety of an-
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in results as well as necessitating much writing by the re-
cipient. To avoid this difficulty, it was decided to provide
practically all possible answers to each question, requiring
the recipient merely to check the appropriate answer to each
question even though this method involved the added hazard
of making the questionnaire unwieldy. To take care of other
possible replies, the term "other" was added to the rest of
the answers to each question.
To insure status for the study and for the writer as well
as to motivate the recipients of the questionnaires, the en-
dorsement of Mr, Charles L. Chute, Executive Director of the
National Probation Association, was secured. Attached to
each questionnaire sent out was this letter of endorsement
4
signed by Mr. Chute, Also enclosed was a (self-addressed)
stamped envelope addressed to the writer. The letters and
questionnaires were mailed on December 26, 1941, Follow-up
post cards were sent out from three to eleven weeks later to
5those who had not as yet replied, A considerable amount of
correspondence was found to be necessary. Apparently the
former heads of some of the institutions, who were still
listed as the superintendents, kept the questionnaires which
were addressed to them so that another had to be sent on to
the new superintendent when the writer was informed of the
3 See copy of schedule in Appendix,
4 See copy of letter of endorsement in Appendix.
5 See sample of follow-up post card in Appendix,
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Changes. Some superintendents refused to complete the ques-
tionnaire but referred to various state departments for this
information. Others sent incomplete returns and had to be
contacted again.
In the original plan for this study, a carefully selected
sample was to have been made. However, it was recognized
that the value of the sample would be at least questionable
inasmuch as a number of questionnaires would not be returned
for one reason or another. Therefore, the questionnaire was
sent to all of the state training schools. It was felt that
the analysis and interpretation of the returns would then have
more significance. Sixty-nine of the one h\mdred and sixteen
state training schools have answered the questions; this re-
presents forty states, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia.
Obviously, a much better sample has been secured than could
have been obtained otherwise.
I
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THE STRUCTURE OF JUVENILE PAROLE IN THE UNITED STATES
What is the administrative setup for the aftercare program
of the state training schools? Is follow-up one of the speci-
fic and vital functions of the institution proper? Is there
some other machinery within the state to manage the super-
vision of those children who have been released? Does the
state show the same measure of interest in the later careers
of young offenders as it does while they are inmates of train-
ing schools? Is the state merely concerned with shutting the
delinquent children out of the open community for a period of
time without regard for their future once they are released?
The type of organization or the lack of an agency for the
supervision of parolees may provide some indication of the ex-
tent of the state’s interest in these questions. The more
elaborate and the more planful the administrative setup, the
more likelihood there is that aftercare v/ill be given the at-
tention that this problem deserves. This is not to gauge the
effectiveness of a particular organizational setup in contrast
with some other. The relative merits of varying structures
depend upon a variety of factors, notably upon the traditions,
social agencies, and governmental pattern of the state in
question. What may be a highly effective parole organization
in one state may be doomed to failure in a neighboring state.
At the moment, we are mainly concerned v/ith the interest
shown by the citizens of the states in the juvenile parole
III
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program as evidenced by the quantity of aftercare work
carried on. The quality of case work done with a particular
child, or by a particular worker, or by the parole dei)artment
as a whole can best be judged by studies of actual cases.
However, an estimate of the value of the parole work of a
certain institution or of a state may be made on the basis of
the kind of an organization that has been set up. For example,
the effectiveness of the aftercare program of a training
school whose sole parole officer is the superintendent may be
readily evaluated. As has been indicated above, this has
nothing to do with the relative effectiveness of institution-
al parole departments in contrast with separate administra-
tion of parole. It is rather a clue to the extent of interest
shown in the problem. There certainly is a vast difference
between the state that has no aftercare workers or one at the
most and the state that has a large parole staff, even after
one takes into account the differences in size and in relative
population.
Although reasonable differences of opinion may arise as to
wisdom of administering parole by a particular kind of organ-
ization, standards on which all students of the subject may
agree can be set with reference to the quant ity of aftercare
work. This is primarily a question of structure.
For the most part, the institutions represented in the
replies received and in information received from other
sources fall into two main classifications with reference to
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parole administration. Thirty-seven of them control their own
parole department. Twenty-eight state training schools in
thirteen states (and Hawaii) concerning which we have informa-
tion maintain state hoards for the administration of parole in
more than one institution. Training schools controlling their
own aftercare program may have anything from "supervision”
merely by correspondence to a completely organized parole de-
partment. State boards may require their aftercare workers to
contact children and adults released from fifteen different
institutions over the state or they may have specialized de-
partments for the supervision on a casework basis of children
released from state training schools.
Other states have neither plan; their arrangements are pe-
culiar to their own traditions. Systems in these states vary
from haphazard and unorganized supervision provided by volun-
teers and by probation officers in some states to a thorough
case work program-in-the-making on a city and county basis in
a progressive state.
There is nothing sacred about either centralization or de-
centralization, What does count is efficiency in terms of
relief of human misery.^
1 Austin H, MacCormick, "Adult Offenders”, Social
Work Year Book , 1941 (New York: Russell Sage Foundation) p,47
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The injury to local pride and the loss of autonomy that ac-
company centralization are more than offset by the establish-
ment of higher standards that frequently results. On the
other hand, the apparent lack of standards and of uniformity
may be compensated for by the smoother integration when the
institution conducts its own aftercare program. Whatever sys-
tem works best at a particular time and place is most desir-
able. The ultimate test is the final adjustment of the former
training school inmate in the open community.
A striking example of the centralized program is presented
by the state of Illinois. Although it was instituted as re-
cently as July 1, 1941, it has already established standards
and formulated methods which appear to be far superior to
those utilized in most of the states. Harvey L. Long, Super-
intendent of the Division of Delinquents in the Illinois De-
partment of Public Welfare, in describing his organization
summarizes his goals as follows:
Protection of the community and protection of the
boy are paramount and correlative duties. With
the job done as intelligently as possible, both
duties will be met. There is no conflict between
them. But the staff of this Division cannot pos-
sibly do this job without local resources to sup-
plement and dovetail into the program planning
for each boy placed in the community.
^
Since the creation of this Division in Illinois, a number of
additional staff members especially well qualified by experi-
2 Harvey L. Long, ”New Divisional Program Under Way
Over State", The Welfare Bulletin
.
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ence, training, and personal qualities have been recruited.
Inter-staff meetings are held with representatives of other
state services. Workers from other agencies attend staff con-
ferences, An in-service training program is conducted. Socia
histories have undergone careful revision. An experiment is
being conducted with Mr, Long’s new rating scale for measuring
3
parolee adjustment. The entire organization and program of
this Division represents not only an aggressive attack upon
the problem of parole administration but also a genuine effort
to coordinate the work of existing agencies over the state as
well as to experiment with new ideas and with untried methods.
The decentralized plan is well represented by the State
Agricultural and Industrial School at Industry, New York, un-
der the superintendency of Mr, Clinton W, Areson, The Direct-
or of Parole is Dr. Don C, Manning, Six years ago, he set
down his point of view quite clearly when he said, ’’....post-
institutional guidance is a highly specialized form of social
therapy, which involves accurate, adequate knowledge of the
child before, during, and after institutional treatment, a
knowledge which can be gained only by a parole department
which is an integral part of the institution. The writer be-
lieved that to maintain a continuity of treatment on an indiv-
idual basis members of the institutional staff, particularly
3 Harvey i, Long, ”A Proposed Rating Scale for
Measuring Parolee Adjustment”, Journal of Criminal Law and
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those who knew the boy’s problems, who had developed his pro-
gram from admission, and who recognized his personality make-up
were in a position to assist the parole agents in their field
supervision. So there were gradually introduced into our dis-
trict parole conferences the members of the staff who were most
4
concerned in the problem",
Judging from the forms used and the type of reports required,
it is obvious that the institution at Industry, New York has an
elaborate and well-coordinated parole organization. The prob-
lems and methods have been well thought out over a period of
years. Staff members are selected by civil service with pref-
erence given to those with training and experience in social
work. However, the staff is not well paid and its case load
is too high. Case conferences and general staff conferences
are held frequently after being well-planned. Social histories
are unique and comprehensive. Careful chronological records of
each parolee are kept.
The Commonv/ealth of Virginia has a remarkable system. Com-
mitments to the state training schools are effected by the
State Children’s Bureau, As a result of the recent passage of
a bill in the General Assembly, children released from the
state training schools will be supervised by the local depart-
ments of public welfare in the one hundred counties and in the
cities. This law takes effect on July 1, 1942. However, local
4 Don C, Manning, "Building an Institutional Parole
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supervision has been in force more or less unofficially for
some time*
Haphazard and undependable follow-up are apparent in the
cases of the Nevada School of Industry where the system in-
volves nothing but volunteer supervision and correspondence on
the part of the child, in that of the Gatesville State School
for Boys in Texas where courts and probation departments ren-
der some "assistance” in supervision, in New Mexico where a
total of four probation officers in the entire state do some
follow-up of boys released from their Industrial School, and
in Oklahoma where they depend upon correspondence and the
"cooperation" of county courts and welfare departments for
supervision of girls released from the State Industrial School
There is no guarantee that the states having either decen-
tralized control by the institution or centralized control by
a statewide organization will have a better aftercare system
than those states that rely upon correspondence and/or local
supervision by welfare department or by courts or even by
volunteers. Everything depends upon the varying conditions
in each of the states. However, students of government have
recognized that, generally speaking, the concentration of
authority and responsibility upon a definite person results
in greater efficiency of administration than when dispersed,^
5 A.i^. feuck. The reorganization of State Governments
In The United States, (New York: (Columbia Univ. Press. 1938)
pp. 14-15
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The crux of the problem of constructive supervision of de-
linquents lies in the intelligent selection of staff members.
Without a specialized parole staff, there can be no genuine
aftercare. Without an adequate number and a properly trained
and experienced personnel, supervision is at best a bungling
Job, A well-built administrative structure may appear to be
very sturdy in writing but if it is constructed on the shift-
ing sands of incompetent personnel, it will be decidedly in-
effective.
One of the best indexes of the likelihood that a particular
organization will succeed in its task is the estimate of the
quality of its staff. This indicates whether or not the ad-
ministration has standards.
There are two major aspects to the Job of recruitment. On
the one hand, there is the establishment of pre-requisites
without which a candidate may not be considered eligible for
appointment. On the other hand, there is the method of se-
lection, Excellent standards may be set up but unless some
effective and impartial method is applied to ascertain which
candidates meet these qualifications, the standards are value-
less, However, the most ideal system of selection will have
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Of the fifty-four institutions reporting pre-requisites,
only twenty state age limitations . These twenty requirements
vary from "over twenty-one” at the New York State Vocational
Institution and at the Maryland Training School for Boys,
from "younger men preferred" at the New York State Training
School for Boys to twenty-five to sixty at the three state
training schools in Missouri, twenty-five to sixty-five at the
Virginia Industrial School for Boys, and forty to sixty at the
Washington State School for Girls.
Concern over the marital state was indicated by only two
of the schools. The State School for Boys in Texas prefers
married men; the Girls* Industrial School in Ohio would rather
employ single women. We must assume, since the other institu-
tions did not reply to this question, that they are more or
less Indifferent on this subject.
The follov^ing nine institutions require graduation from a
school of social work for appointment on the aftercare staff:
Delaware Industrial School for Girls
Delaware Industrial School for Colored Girls
New York State Training School for Girls
National Training School for Boys
Hillcrest School of Oregon
Sleighton Farm School for Girs in Pennsylvania
State School for Girls in V/ashington
industrial School for Boys in Wisconsin
Industrial School for Girls in Wisconsin
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Some training in a school of social work is required by
sixteen institutions as follows:
Fred C, Nelles School in California
Connecticut School for Boys—training ’’preferred”
Long Lane Farm in Connecticut— ” ”
Waialee Training School for Boys
in Hawaii ” ”
Kawailoa Training School for Girls
in Hawaii ” ”
Illinois State Training School for Boys ”
Maryland Training School for Boys—one to three years
Mississippi Industrial and Training School
Nebraska State Industrial School—one year
New Hampshire State Industrial School—two years
New York State Training School for Boys—one year
North Dakota State Training School
Texas State School for Boys
Virginia Industrial School for Boys
Virginia Industrial School for Colored Girls—one to two
years
Graduation from college is the educational requirement at
the following:
Ferris Industrial School in Delaware
Montrose School for Girls in Maryland
State School for Boys in Maine
Specialization in college in addition to graduation is
required by the following:
Long Lane Farm in Connecticut—social sciences
Connecticut School for Boys— ” "
Delaware State Training School for Boys—biological and
social sciences or education
Training School for Colored Girls in Maryland—social
sciences
Cheltenham School for Boys in Maryland—social,
educational, and psychological
High School Graduation is the educational requirement at the
following:
State School for Girls in Maine
State Training School for Boys in Minnesota
Missouri’s three state training schools
New York State Vocational Institution
Rhode Island’s two state training schools
Girls’ Industrial School in Ohio
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Of those reporting, twelve do not mention specific education-
al requirements. However, among these twelve are the State
|
Home and Industrial School of North Carolina and the Preston
School of Industry in California, both of which are under a
|
civil service plan. It is likely, although not certain, that
this plan involves some educational pre-requisites. The Prestoi
School reports that the State Personnel Board’s educational re-
quirements are "high”. The Idaho Industrial Training School
requires at least two years of college education.
Previous experience in social work is required as follov/s:
Nelles School in California—three years
Long Lane Farm in Connecticut—"preferable”
Industrial School for Girls in Delaware—"if possible”
National Training School for Boys—either three years ex-
perience and one year in a school of social work, or one
year’s experience and graduation from a school of social
work,
Hav/aii’s two state training schools—three years
Girls’ Industrial School in Kansas—one year in family or
children’s case work




Maryland Training School for Colored Girls—six years
Maryland Training School for Boys—one to three years
Cheltenham School in Maryland—"desired”
Massachusetts’ three state training schools—none
Nebraska State Industrial School—one year paid experience
in public or private welfare agency with acceptable stand-
ards or equivalent combination of education and experiencd
New York State Training School for Boys—one year paid case
work in accredited agency
New York State Training School for Girls—six years social
case work, three of them in child welfare
North Dakota State Training School—"previous experience"
Ohio Boys’ Industrial School--institution or agency experi-
ence dealing with delinquency, family case v;ork, or
group work
Rhode Island’s two state training schools—one year
State School for Boys in Texas—at least three years’ ex-
perience in accredited social work agency
Industrial School for Boys in Virginia— "previous exper-
ience"
Washington State School for Girls—"previous experience”
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Maturity in aftercare personnel is definitely required ty
thirteen institutions* Twenty-two of them expect a sympathetic
and understanding approach to delinquents* The V/eeks School in
Vermont interprets the latter requirement as "common sense and
human understanding"* Fifteen training schools ask for broad
experience of their candidates* At the Girls » Industrial Schoo
in Ohio, it is felt that temperament and attitudes are most im-
portant* The Sleighton Farm School in Pennsylvania tries "to
choose mature, emotionally well-balanced people who have warmth
and genuine interest in people"* The report from the Wyoming
Industrial Institute frankly states that the appointee must be
a Legionnaire with the proper political affiliation; it men-
tions no other qualification whatsoever*
Civil service examinations are required by the follov/ing
thirty-one of the reporting institutions:
California—Nelles and Preston
Colorado—State Industrial School for Girls
Connecticut—both institutions
National Training School for Boys
Hawaii—both institutions




Minnesota—State Training School for Boys
Missouri—All three institutions
Nebraska—State Industrial School
Nev/ York—State Training School for Boys, State Training




The aftercare worker is appointed exclusively by the head of
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the institution in fifteen instances* In four others, there
is collaboration between the head of the parole department and
the superintendent of the institution. In two cases, the in-
stitution superintendent and the head of the state department
confer before making the appointment. Eight state boards are
responsible for their own appointments.
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COMPOSITION OF AFTERCARE STAFF
One needs to loiow not only how competent each parole offi-
cer is hut also how adequate, how complete the entire after-
care staff is in order to secure a picture of the relative
efficiency of the department. It is necessary to know, for
example, whether or not the department has its own superin-
tendent to deal exclusively with aftercare administration.
The existence of an assistant superintendent and of case
supervisors on the parole staff may generally be considered
indications of intensive supervision of staff members. The
participation of specialized personnel as full-time members
of the staff indicates the likelihood of a more or less com-
plete case work service to the child.
The returns do not provide all of this information. The
question on this subject in asking for "the makeup of your
staff” instead of "the makeup of your aftercare staff”,
elicited replies which in some cases referred to institution
staff alone, and in others, to parole staff. The answers to
the questions concerning the superintendent and the assistant
superintendent are, therefore, too inconsistent to be of any
value.
The replies to the question about case supervisors are more
revealing even though they do not provide the information
that was requested. It was obvious from many of the returns
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that the terms "case supervisor" and "parole officer" were
interpreted synonymously by a number of the superintendents.
One can \mderstand how the term "supervisor" might be confused
with "parole officer" because in some areas that is the term
used. However, anyone the least bit familiar with social work
literature would recognize at once the meaning and the signif-
icance of the term "case supervisor". Unfortunately, there-
fore, the information concerning case supervisors is also too
inconsistent to be used in this study. The general impression
gained, however, is that case supervisors are practically un-
known in parole work. There seem to be only very few parole
departments that have case supervisors.
Specialized personnel are practically non-existent on the
staffs of aftercare departments. Several superintendents
stated that they used the institutional physician, psycholo-
gist, and psychiatrist for parolees "when necessary". Taking
into account the total picture of any one staff as well as the
relative staffs of the many parole departments reporting, it
is doubtful that even those indicating that they had those
specialists on their staff actually had them. In other words,
it seems more likely that they meant that they had the use of
the physician, the psychologist, and the psychiatrist who were
attached to the institution staff. The psychometrist per se
is not mentioned at all in any of the returns. The Washington
State School for Girls reported that it had both a physician
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School indicated the same but its psychologist was paid on a
fee basis, Idaho too stated that it had a physician on the
aftercare staff of its Industrial Training School. Both Ohio
and Kansas indicated that they had a psychologist serving the
parole staff of their respective Girls* Industrial Schools.
The following institutions have special foster home finders:
Illinois State Training School for Boys—
3
Iowa Training School for Girls—
1
Massachusetts* Industrial School for Girls—
1
New York State Training School for Boys—
1
North Dakota State Training School
Wisconsin* s two state training schools
Other specialists include an emplo3n]ient supervisor for both
training schools in Rhode Island, a medical social worker and
• a psychiatric social worker at the Industrial School for Girls
in Massachusetts, a volunteer on the Long Lane Farm staff in
Connecticut, a **transfer agent** at the New York State Training
School for Girls, an "intake interviewer** at the Boys* Indus-
trial School in Ohio, and four second-year social work stu-
dents at Sleighton Farm in Pennsylvania,
The number of parole officers attached to the state training
schools varies. In some instances, they supervise parolees
from more than one institution. (See TABLE I)
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TABLE I
PAROLE OFFICERS ATTACHED TO THE 116 STATE TRAINING SCHOOLS





Ala. -3 training schools
Ariz. -State Ind, School X
Ark. -Boys* Ind. School
i*
Ark.-B.I.S. for Negroes X




Col. -State Ind, School X
Col.-S.I.S. for Girls 1
i
Conn, -School for Boys 2 1i




Del, -Ind,School for Girls 1
Del.-I.S, for Colored ” 3
i
D.C, -Ind.Home Sch, for i
Colored Children X
D.C,
-Ind. Home Sch, for
White Children X
D.C. -National Training
Sch, for Boys 3 \l
D.C. -National Training 5 \
Sch* for Girls
Hawaii-both tr. schools 10
Fla. -2 training schools 0 ii
Ga,-Tr. Sch, for Boys 0 ki
Ga,-Tr. Sch. for Girls X i'
Ida; -Ind, Tr. School 2
111. -State Tr. Sch. for Boys 11





Ind, -Girls* School X \
lowa-Tr. Sch, for Boys 2
lowa-Tr, Sch, for Girls 1 !
Kan, -Ind. Sch, for Boys )
Kan, -Ind,Sch, for Girls) ( r
Ky, -House of Reform I
fLa, -Training Institute
La. -Ind, Sch. for Girls 0 1)
Maine-State Sch, for Boys 1 i
Maine-State Sch, " Girls 1 !
Remarks
For local cases only
[Incomplete information
^arole work by State Bd,
>f Social Welf.in coop.
* No reply means no answer was given merely to this
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PAROLE OFFICERS ATTACHED TO THE 116 STATE TRAINING SCHOOLS
( continued)
TTo^
Institution No. Replyn Remarks
Md . -Cheltenham 3
1
1
Md* -Montrose 2 ]
Md, -Training Sch.for Boys iE Incomplete information
Md,-Tr. S. for Col, Girls 1 i
Mass, -Lyman S, for Boys ) 17
i
17 for both
Mass,-Ind, Sch, for Boys)
Mass,-Ind, Sch, for Girls 12 !
Mich, -Boys* Voc, Sch, X 1
Mich, -Girls* Tr, Sch, X
Minn,-S, Tr, Sch, for Boys 4
Minn, -Home Sch, for Girls X
Miss,-Ind, and Tr, Sch, 1 Cooperates with counties
Mo, -3 training schools 13 13 parole officers fbr
•
all institutions
Mont, -St, Ind, Sch, X
Mont, -St, Voc, Sch, for
Girls Supt. is the parole off.
Neb, -St, Ind, Sch, 0 County worker super-
‘
vises child
Neb, -Girls* Tr, Sch. X
Nev,-Sch. of Industry 0 Volunteers
N.H, -Industrial School 2
N,J,-2 training schools X Supervision by state
department
N,M,-2 training schools X
N.Y,-St, Agric, and Ind. S, X
N.Y,-St, Tr. Sch, for Boys 10
N,Y,-St, Tr, Sch, for Girls 8
N,Y,-St. Voc, Inst, 6
N,C, -East, Car. Tr, School 0 County welfare depart-
ment supervises
N,C, -Morrison Tr, School
N,C, -State Home and ISG 0 County welfare depart-
ment supervises
N,C,-S. Jackson Man,T&IS 0 County welfare depart-
ment supervises
N.D,-St,Tr, School 1 At least one; informa-
tion incomplete
Ohio-Boys* Ind, School 7
Ohio-Girls* Ind, School 6
Okla.-STS for V/hite Boys
Okla;-STS for Negro Boys I
Okla.-SIS for White Girls 0
Okla,-SIS for Negro Girls 0
JJf
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Ore. “State Tr. School 3
Ore.-Hillcrest School 1
Pa. “Sleighton Farm School 5
Pa, “Glen Mills Schools




R.I,“2 training schools 31
S.C. “Industrial School
S.C. “Richards I.S. for
Negro Boys
S.C.-S.I.S. for Girls
S.D. -State Tr. School
Tenn,“four training schs,
Tei,-Gatesville St, Sch,
Tex, “Gainesville " "
Utah“State Ind, School
Vt, “Weeks School





Va,“3 other tr, schools
Wash i “St, Tr. School
,
Wash, “St. Sch. for Girls
,
1
W, Va,“4 tr. schools
Wise, “2 training schools ‘ 35
Wyo; “Industrial Institute)! t














31 for all state in-
stitutions
No reply from any
At least one; incomplete
information
No reply from any
35 for state institu-







Civil service status after a probationary period is provided
for parole officers by twenty-nine institutions out of the
fifty-four reporting on employment practices; this represents
sixteen states and territories out of the forty-two included
among those completing the questionnaire. Three institutions
in the state of Missouri grant civil service status from the
date of appointment as a matter of policy (not by statute).
Ohio’s training schools allow civil service status from the
date of appointment subject to a competitive examination.
Wisconsin’s appointments require no probationary period. Seven
institutions in the following six states make their appointee
subject to removal with change in administration :
Delaware Iowa Oklahoma
Vermont V/ashington V/yoming
The aftercare worker must show results on the job to main-
tain his status in eighteen institutions. However, none of
these replies indicate in which way these results must show.
The Hawaii training schools require an annual efficiency re-
port. At fifteen schools, tenure is indefinite but in prac-
tice is reasonably permanent.
Four institutions grant a leave of absence of one year for
further education or training
.
Two of them allow six months
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time for leaves of absence to study. One institution in Ohio
and one in Vermont permit vacations vrithout pay . Vacations
without pay vary from tv/o weeks to one month. Only two in-
stitutions of the fifty-four ansv/ering the questions on em-
ployment practices did not mention vacations. They are the
Boys* Industrial School in Arkansas and the State Training
School in North Dakota. Twenty-four of the fifty-four provide
a two weeks* vacation with pay. Four give fifteen days, five
grant three v/eeks, and three allow one month.
Sick leaves vary from ten days to one month, Forty-tv/o in-
stitutions reported on this subject. The State Industrial
School for Girls in Colorado provides sick leave for "as long
as necessary". The leave at the Ferris School in Delaware is
"according to length of service". In the three Missouri in-
stitutions, leave is "indefinite". The Gatesville School in
Texas grants two v/eeks full time and tv/o weeks at half pay.
Sick leave is cimiulative in some states; for example, Kansas
provides twelve working days cumulative to seventy-two days.
Minnesota allows one day per month cumulative to one hundred
working days.
Retirement provisions are mentioned by only thirteen states
out of the thirty-one states reporting on employment prac-
tices, The details included in some of the replies are as
follows
:
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Colorado—lialf-salary at age sixty-five after twenty
years ^ service; retirement with disability after
fifteen years* service,
Connecticut—two-and-a-half per cent contributory pension
providing retirement at half pay after tv/enty-five
years’ service; compulsory retirement at sixty-five
with pension determined by length of service.
Hawaii—"very liberal pension system”,
Maine—retirement at seventy; disability after ten years.
Massachusetts—five per cent contributory system; com-
pulsory retirement at seventy; optional at sixty-five,
Ohio—four per cent of salary up to #6,66 per month de-
ducted; 6^ interest,
Vermont—teacher retirement plan,
Rhode Island- -half-pay at sixty-five.
Maternity leave is referred to by only the following:
California—Nelles School provides six months,
Hawaii—Kawailoa allows three months prior to confinement
and as long after as doctor recommends.
Rhode Island—OalhLawn definitely does not permit leave,
Wisconsin—Industrial School for G-irls provides six
months
,
Salaries reported vary from a minimum of #900 a year at the
Training School for Colored Girls in Maryland to a maximum of
#3000 a year at the New York State Vocational Institution and
at the Connecticut School for Boys. The Training School for
Colored Girls in Maryland requires the aftercare worker to liv j
at the institution for a period of one year. No mention is
made of deduction for maintenance dioring that year nor is theni
any indication of any salary increase. The State School for
Girls in Maine provides the next lowest minimiun salary of #936
a year. Since a niimber of the training schools require the
parole officer to live at the institution, it is difficult to
compare some of the salaries. In none of the returns is there
any statement concerning deductions from salary for board and
room, (See TABLE II)
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TABLE II
Salaries of Juvenile Parole Officers in the United States




Conn, -School for Boys
Conn. -Long Lane Farm
Del,-Ind, Sch, for Col, Girls
D.C,-Nat, Tr. Sch. for Boys
Hawaii-hoth schools
Ida. -Industrial Training School
111. -State Training Sch. for Boys
Iowa-Training School for Boys
N.H, -Industrial School
Missouri-3 schools
Minn. -State Tr. Sch, for Boys
Maine-State Sch. for Boys
Maine-State Sch, for Girls
Md , -Cheltenham
Md. -Montrose
Md, -Training Sch. for Col.Girls
Mass.-Ind. Sch. for Boys
Mass, -Lyman Sch. for Boys
Mass.-Ind, Sch. for Girls
Kan.-Ind, Sch, for Girls
N.Y, -State Tr, Sch. for Boys
N.Y, -State Tr, Sch, for Girls
N.Y. -State Vocational Inst,
Ohio-Boys* Industrial School
Ore. -State Training School
Ore.-Hillcrest School
R, I, -both schools
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THE DUTIES AM) RESPONSIBILITIES OP PAROLE OFFICERS
Of the sixty-nine institutions replying to the question-
naire, only fifty reported on the duties of their staff mem-
bers. Forty-four of them required their parole officers to
secure social histories and all but two had to make preparole
investigations. Forty-one training schools expect the work-
ers to contact the child prior to his release. The aftercare
worker must reside at the institution in the case of nineteen
training schools. Thirty-five require the parole officer to
do case work with the child »s family before the child is
paroled. Finding suitable foster homes is one of the after-
care worker’s duties in all but six of the reporting institu-
tions. Forty-five have their parole officers supervise chil-
dren placed in foster homes. All but two require them to
supervise children in their own homes. The same nimiber expect
their workers to cooperate with parents and relatives. Thirty-
five parole departments work with public and private schools.
All except three require their workers to secure employment
for their clients. However, only thirty-seven have the parole
officers supervise the child on his job.
Attendance at court hearings is one of the aftercare
worker’s duties in thirty-one training schools. Health ser-
vices are secured by the workers in thirty-three institutions.
Making contacts for the parolee with other case work and
group work agencies is a responsibility of forty-four parole
*'-. N .
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departments. Aftercare workers correspond regularly from
thirty-four training schools. The parole officer in all ex-
cept six of them must return children to the institution for
violation of parole. In forty instances, he must return the
child to the training school for other reasons. Sixteen
parole departments require their workers to supervise parolees
from other institutions than any one training school. The
aftercare workers of twenty institutions must attend meetings
of the parole board or parole committee. The parole worker
at the North Dakota State Training School is also the dean of
girls in the institution. At the Boys’ Industrial School in
Ohio, the worker does week-end duty in the receiving office
once in three months.
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CHAPTER VIII
CASE LOADS AND CASE ASSIGNMENTS
Case loads vary from a low of twenty in Hawaii for aftercare
workers supervising children released from the two state train-
ing schools in that territory to a high of four hundred for
parole officers at the Missouri institutions. Average case
loads ranged from thirty at the Virginia Industrial School for
Colored Girls to three hundred at the Training School for Boys
in Iowa and at the Industrial School for Boys in Virginia.
(See TABLE III).
Out of forty-five institutions reporting on the basis of as-
signment of case, thirty-two assign by districts. The worker
covers the entire state in six instances because he is the on];
aftercare vrarker employed by that training school. The divi-
sion of cases is based upon the sex of the child in Idaho and
in Vermont. At Long Lane Farm in Connecticut and at the two
Ohio Institutions, there is a special Negro worker. The
Industrial School for Girls in Massachusetts has a case worker
who takes care of school children only and who covers the en-
tire state. The same institution has a special medical social
worker also, Rhode Island too has a medical social worker at-
tached to both of its training schools. The District of
Columbia aftercare workers deal only with children whose homes
are in that area. The children released from the Hawaiian in-
stitutions are supervised on the basis of the personality of
the child and the ability of certain officers to handle his
combination of problems.
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Cal, -Preston 160 ! 175 140
Cal.-Nelles 98 123 60
Col,-St,Ind. School for Girls
j
80 115 60
Conn, -School for Boys s 80 94 68
Conn, -Long Lane Farm 40 42 36
Del,-Ind, Sch, for Colored Girls
|
60 70 50




D,C, -National Tr. Sch, for Boys
j
120 160 140
Hawaii-both schools 40 50 20
Ida, -Industrial Training School — 130 50
111, -Training School for Boys 50 76 30
Iowa-Training School for Boys 300 —
Iowa-Training School for Girls 100 107 91
Kein, -Industrial School for Girls 172 225 107
Me i -State School for Girls 45
Me, -State School for Boys 100 125 50
Md, -Montrose School for Girls
"Social Cases 61". "Parole
cases 28 for each parole
officer"
Md, -Cheltenham Sch, for Boys 200 225 150
Md. -Training School for Boys 125 150 100
Md, -Training Sch. for Colored Girls 55 70 43
Mass, -Industrial School for Boys)
Mass, -Lyman School for Boys )
94 1 147 57
Mass; -Industrial Sch, for Girls 45 60
,
30
Minn. -State Training Sch. for Boys 100 135 75
88Missouri-all three tr, schools 170
1
400
Neb, -State Industrial School [ 35-40
N,H; -State Industrial School I 75 100 70
N.Y, -State Vocational Inst, 150
N,Y, -State Training Sch, for Boys 60
j
72 47
N.Y, -State Training Sch, for Girls 123 169 : 100
N.D, -State Training School 200 __ __
Ohio-Boys* Industrial School 100 ' 125
5
75
Ohio-Girls* Industrial School —
—
. 100 ' 50
Ore.-Hillcrest School 50
Pa, -Sleighton Farm School 50
\ 300
j
Va,-Ind, School for Boys j 1
Va,-Ind, School for Colored Girls 30
Vt, -Weeks School 65 110
i
35
Wise, -both training schools 112 --
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What is the significance of the findings in the foregoing
chapters? Do they represent a valid sample of the juvenile
parole practices and standards in the United States? Do the
returns from sixty-nine out of a total of one hundred and
sixteen state training schools in the United States and its
territories provide a fair and reliable picture of the con-
ditions in the entire area? Is it reasonable to assume that
only those who had the highest standards completed the ques-
tionnaires? Is it reasonable to expect that the returns were
accurate and thoughtful? Are the standards to be considered
lower than was indicated in the replies? Have we reason to
doubt the integrity of those returning the completed ques-
tionnaires? Was this type of questionnaire suitably designed
to encourage accuracy of reporting? Was it successful in
this respect?
The writer cannot pretend to be able to answer all of these
questions. However, they should be posed in a study which
aims to be scientific and an effort should be made to meet
the challenges suggested by them.
It has been indicated earlier in the study that the ideal
method of ascertaining the status of juvenile parole is by
means of field visits similar to those being conducted by the
Osborne Association, That organization is making general
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studies of the administration and program of the state train-
ing schools without particular emphasis upon the parole aspects
In order to make a thorough analysis of aftercare, their in-
vestigators would have to spend considerably more time inter-
viewing institution personnel, parole workers, and representa-
tives of other social agencies and in reading a fair sample of
case records. To cover all the institutions in the United
States with the necessary degree of thoroughness would take a
niomber of years.
The next best method is the painstakingly prepared question-
naire supplemented by documentary material. This method has
been found to have many weaknesses. Among these is the chance
of misinterpretation of the meaning of some of the questions.
On the other hand, these very misinterpretations can sometimes
serve as revealing information concerning the ideas, attitudes,
and opinions of those answering the questionnaire,
A major disadvantage in the questionnaire method is the ne-
glect on the part of many to return the papers. In this study,
almost sixty per cent, a remarkably large portion, has been
returned. These represented sixty-nine institutions of the
total of one hundred and sixteen and forty states in addition
to Hawaii and the District of Columbia, Of the states and
territories, eighty-two per cent were represented.
Not all of the states that are known to have advanced methods
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their returns* New Jersey and Michigan, for example, have not
done so. On the other hand, some institutions with no parole
department at all and no parole work of any kind have replied
and have divulged this information. The Industrial School in
South Carolina is one of these. It is also true, however,
that institutions located in some of the states with lowest
state incomes (judging by income tax returns) like Kentucky,
Tennessee, and V/est Virginia have not a single representative
among those that completed the questionnaire.
What this study does show clearly is some of the best juve-
nile parole standards and practices in the more enlightened
states as well as the complete lack of standards in others.
These facts are provided in some detail.
The exceptional length of this particular questionnaire was
one of its serious deficiencies. It must have appeared to be
quite formidable to busy superintendents particularly to those
unaccustomed to reading long reports. Its six pages probably
discouraged many even before they began to read it. The at-
tempt to be thorough and comprehensive defeated its own pur-
pose in some instances. Nevertheless, some very valuable in-
formation was secured from conscientious superintendents just
because the questionnaire was all-inclusive,
A few misinterpretations might have been avoided by explain-
ing some of the questions more fully; but in the interest of
economy of space in a questionnaire which was already too
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long, some things had to be left to the imagination. An ex-
ample of this difficulty is Question No. VI pertaining to the
composition of the staff. Although the entire study pertains
to juvenile parole, yet the failure to state specifically that
this question referred to parole staff only resulted in some
answers referring to the staff of the entire institution.
Where technical terms like "case supervisor" were considered
by the reader to by synonymous with "parole officer", one may,
with some justice, assume that the reader was ignorant of case
work literature. This misinterpretation of the meaning of
terms can reveal much if one is prepared to draw inferences.
Sometimes it is found that the researcher and the person an-
swering the questions are not talking the same language. One
learns that it is false to assume that those who are doing
parole work as their life’s work are acquainted with the ordi-
nary technical terminology of their profession. On the other
hand, it must be assumed that the reader was either in too
great a hurry to analyze the questions or that he didn’t use
ordinary intelligence in reading and in interpreting some of
the questions. If there were a substantial number who mis-
interpreted one or more questions, then the lack of clarity
could bo blamed on the framer of the questions. However,
there were not enough instances of this to doubt the clarity
of the questions.
Another serious difficulty in this study is the fact that it
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is being carried on during wartime when the depleted and in-
efficient institution staffs and the numerous emergency prob- '
lems facing the superintendent are not conducive to the care-
!
ful completion of questionnaires.
In spite of all these problems, the questionnaires that have
been returned appear to have been completed conscientiously by
superintendents who are vitally interested in advancing stand-j
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The ultimate aim of this study is to ascertain the status
of juvenile parole in the one hundred and sixteen state train
ing schools in the United States and to set tentative stand-
ards, What, in brief, is juvenile parole like in the country
as a whole? In a few words, the range reaches from absolute
zero to a high degree of professional organization and admin-
istration, There are a number of institutions with no parole
organization and no aftercare program. On the other hand,
there are a few that have developed their parole departments
to the extent that they almost equal that of the best accred-
ited family welfare or child welfare agency, in both adminis-
tration and case work. In general, the states which lack an
aftercare program are those which have been recognized to be
the backward states. For the most part, the institutions
possessing high standards are located in the states which
have been foimd to be progressive in other respects. Here
and there we find shining examples of training schools which
are striving to do an ideal job in the prevention and treat-
ment of delinquency through their aftercare departments.
It seems obvious that no particular type of structure is
inherently better for parole work than any other. There is
good case work administration in both the centralized and the
decentralized administration. Each kind has peculiar advan-
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lished in one state may be unsatisfactory in another. What
makes for efficiency under any system is a well-coordinated
administration with all departments working in harmony, an
organization staffed with competent personnel, a department
with high standards of social work performance.
That standards of staff selection are high in some parole
departments is indicated by the fact that nine of the fifty-
four institutions reporting pre-requisites for appointment to
the staff require graduation from a school of social work,
that sixteen others demand some training in a school of social
work, and that nineteen more insist on a college degree. In
all, forty-four of the fifty-four reporting on pre-requisites
require at least a college degree. Furthermore, eighteen of
the fifty-four expect applicants to have had some social work
experience. Special personal qualifications are demanded by
less than half of the reporting institutions. Intelligent se-
lection of staff is attempted by means of civil service ex-
aminations in three-fifths of those reporting.
The returns providing information concerning the composition
of aftercare staffs is very significant, A complete staff is
practically unknown. This is in contrast with the administra-
tion of well-organized case work agencies in large cities set
up mainly to deal with delinquency. For example, the Jewish
Board of Guardians in New York City has an all-inclusive staff
of specialists to meet the varying case-work needs of the
client. Obviously, juvenile parole work has hardly begun to
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approach the potentialities of case work service.
One of the most vital items of information sought is the
number of aftercare workers attached to each training school.
Although the relative adequacy of the number in each case de-
pends upon the case load, nevertheless the number of workers
provides a general basis for estimating the effectiveness of
the aftercare program. The numbers vary from none at the
Alabama institutions as well as at others, to ten at the New
York State Training School for Boys, twelve at the Massachu-
setts Industrial School for Girls, thirty-one for all the
state institutions combined in Rhode Island, and thirty-five
for all of them in V/isconsin.
Case loads vary from twenty to four hundred. In general,
those aftercare departments reporting a large staff also have
the lowest case loads. The New York State Training School for
Boys has an average load of sixty, Rhode Island Training
Schools average sixty-five, the Massachusetts Industrial
School for Girls averages forty-five, the Hawaiian schools
average forty. However, the Wisconsin institutions average
one hundred and twelve and the Missouri schools average one
hundred and seventy.
The success of the social worker no less than that of other
professional employees depends largely upon his morale. If
working conditions are decent, the competent worker is expect-
ed to do an effective case work job. Case load has already
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"been referred to as a vital factor in making good case work
possible. Permanence of status is also essential for morale.
About two-thirds of the fifty-four training schools reporting
on employment practices grant civil service status to their
aftercare workers. Seven frankly state that their appointees
are subject to removal with change in administration.
Permanent status under civil service without requiring the
worker to show results in order to keep his job is one of the
major weaknesses of the merit system as it is generally set
up. Hawaii attempts to meet this problem by requiring an an-
nual efficiency report. Eighteen institutions indicate that
the parole officer’s status depends upon his showing results
on the job. However, none of the returns other than those
from Hawaii suggest how these results are measured.
Leaves of absence or vacations for further education or
training are granted by very few institutions. A little less
than one half of the fifty-four reporting on vacations grant
two weeks with pay. Only a few grant more.
Sick leaves vary from ten days to one month at the forty-two
training schools reporting. In some states, sick leave is
cumulative. In very many instances, there is no set policy on
this subject.
Retirement provisions are mentioned by only about one fifth
of the total number of those completing the questionnaires.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OP SOCIAL WORK
LIBRArY
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The few who provided, details tell of both contributory and
non-contributory systems and of retirement at sixty-five in
some instances and at seventy in others. Some of them require
a minimum period of service before one is eligible for the re-
tirement provisions.
Only four training schools answered the question concerning
maternity leave. Three of these provide a liberal leave; one
of them definitely does not allow any absence for this pur-
pose.
Salaries vary from ^900 a year in one institution to $3000
a year at another. A few of them provide maintenance in ad-
dition to salary. From these figures, it is difficult to es-
timate an average. With only thirty-four training schools re-
porting on salaries, one does not get an adequate picture of
the salary scales in the institutions as a whole over the
country. Even if the remaining thirty-six of those who com-
pleted the questionnaires may be assumed to have had wage
scales which were too embarrassing to mention, one still can-
not tell whether or not they were lower than those reported
by the thirty-one. The purchasing value of wages varies of
course with the location. Nevertheless, the very wide varia-
tion between the $900 scale at the Training School for Colored
Girls in Maryland and the $2300-$3000 range at the New York
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Duties of parole officers in a majority of the fifty report
ing institutions are as follows:
Securing social histories
Making preparole investigations
Contacting the child prior to his release
Case work with the family prior to his release
Finding suitable foster homes
Supervising children placed in foster homes
Cooperating with parents and relatives
Cooperating with public and private schools
Securing employment for clients
Supervising the child on his job
Attendance at court hearings
Securing health services for clients
Making contacts for the child with other social
agencies
Regular correspondence with parolees
Returning parolee to institution both for vio-
lation of parole and for other reasons
With most of these responsibilities attached to the after-
care worker’s job, it is absurd to expect quality of case
work service as well. As has been shown above, there is
practically no specialization so that it is no misinterpre-
tation of the retiirns to state that most of these duties are
required of the parole officer in most of the institutions
reporting on this item. Only two institutions have a medical
social worker. One has a specialized worker for school chil-
dren, and a psychiatric social worker.
Assignments of cases are based mainly on districts. There
are special Negro workers in two institutions that have a
population of both Negro and White children. In six states
the aftercare worker must cover the entire state because he
is the sole member of the department. The District of ColumbiiL
—
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cases at the National Training School for Boys are the only
ones supervised by the parole department of that institution
In Hawaii, cases are assigned on the basis of the particular
aftercare worker *s ability to handle them.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS (Cont»d.)
A TENTATIVE SET OF STANDARDS FOR JUVENILE PAROLE
IN THE UNITED STATES
I Structure.
A well-knit, highly coordinated organization, with all
parts working in harmony; an organization which best fits
the particular needs and traditions of each particular
state; an organization which borrows the best features of
both centralization and decentralization.
II Selection of Personnel.
A. Pre-requisites.
1. Graduation from an accredited school of social
work with specialization in child welfare, psychi-
atry, delinquency, and criminology.
2. At least one year of experience in a public or
private case work agency with acceptable standards.
3. Must be between twenty-five and forty at time of
appointment.
4. Excellent character, mature, emotionally well-
balanced, genuinely interested in people, sym-
pathetic and understanding.
5. In active good health.
B. Process.
1. Competitive civil service examination.
2. Appointment from Civil service list by head of
parole department.
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A, Permanent civil service status after six month pro-
bationary period,
B, Removal, after a fair hearing, for specific causes
indicating persistent failure to show constructive
results on the job; reasons for discharge should be
stated in writing; one month’s notice with pay
should be provided,
C, Promotion, preferably with the cooperation of the
civil service department, only on the basis of ob-
servable growth in education, training, and experi-
ence; in general promotion should be based on fitness
rather than on seniority or on other extraneous con-
siderations,
D, Leaves of absence for six months to one year for
further training after five years of service; pro-
vision for half-pay during educational leave.
E, One month vacation in summer and one week in winter
or three weeks in summer and two in winter; the
equivalent of two-and-a-half working days per month
of service until the abovementioned maximum is
reached.
F, Sick leave of one month per year with provision for
medical examination after absence of two weeks,
G, Maternity leave depending for length of time upon
physician’s recommendation,
H, Retirement compulsory at sixty-five years of age with
provision for recall in cases of emergency; half pay
after twenty years of service. Optional retirement
at sixty years of age with half-pay after twenty
years of service. Retirement at half-pay if perman-
ently injured on the job. Non-contributory system,
IV Parole Officer’s Duties.
A, Several contacts with child prior to his release,
B. Case work with family prior to child’s release,
C, Supervising parolees in own homes and in foster
homes
,
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IV Parole Officer*s Duties (contM.)
E. Supervision of parolee in public and private schools.
F. Supervision of parolee on his or her job,
G. Securing employment for the child.
H. Making contacts for and with the child with case work
and group work agencies.
I. Cooperating with parents and with relatives.
J. Corresponding with child when necessary.
K. Attendance at court hearings.
L. Returning parolee to training school when necessary.
M. Attendance at meetings of parole committees.
(Note: Social histories should be secured by a specializec
worker )
,
V Assignment of Cases.
A, Case load.
1. Thirty to forty active cases, plus
2. Ten to twenty inactive cases,
B. Basis for assignment,
1. By sez.
2. By color.
3. Specialized worker for psychiatric problems,
4. Specialized worker for feebleminded children.
5. Remainder on district basis,
VI Composition of Aftercare Staff.
A, Superintendent or director who is some person other
than the superintendent of the institution,
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VI Composition of Aftercare Staff (cont’d.)




G, Foster home finders,
H, Investigators to secure social histories and to make
other special reports,
I, Employment supervisor,
J, Medical social workers,
K, Psychiatric social workers as parole officers,




A, Staff members should have opportunities to partici-
pate in determining policies and procedures,
B, Staff members should have opportunities to express
grievances,
C, Employment practices and duties of staff members
should be set down in writing and statement of same
should be given to each staff member; statement should
also be posted or placed in department manual.
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Tele p'h one: Circle 5>8000
Deoember 15, 1941
Dear Superintendent:
I am very much interested in the study of the methods amd
progress of juvenile parole in the United States which is being
carried on with the endorsement of the National Probation Associa-
tion by Mr. Emanuel Borenstein. Mr. Borenstein is a parole officer
with more than ten years’ experience supervising boys released from
the Massachusetts training schools. You may have read his paper,
"The Release of the Child from the Institution," which was delivered
at our Grand Rapids conference and printed in the National Probation
Association's 1940 Yearbook. (A reprint will be sent on request.)
Will you please be good enough to fill in the enclosed ques-
tionnaire and return it to Mr. Borenstein at your earliest convenience.
Your information as well as your advice and opinions concerning the
problems and methods of juvenile parole are highly valued and should
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The Progress of 'Juvenile Parole
Please check / i.ll ' ns-ers th t ppxy; t?JO or more checks f. re




Name of heaa of jjarole aep£.rtrnent__
Is your p-:roie department b p. rt of the institution or separate end
independent?
r. . P. role dep rtment is controlled by the institution.
B. P' role dcp- rtment is separate ’'dth its ot n director or superintendent.
C. P role dep'^rtment supervises those released from other institutions
c.s veil fs ours. Explain.
D. a.ny other org'-'nizationf 1 setup. Explain.
II. What iualii ic. tions c.re required for appointment c;,s puroxc officer?
P.. Must be under years of age.
B. Must be over yemra- of ;^ge.
C. Must be single.
D. Must be married.
E. Must be high school gra.dua>te.
F. oome college eaucr.tion. Hov much?
G. Graduation from college.
H. Speci-lization in colleg-^ courses. Expla^in.
J. oome training in school of soci'-'l work, much?
K. Some tr ining in school of education, ^^ov' much?
L. Grc. auction fro;.i school of social v.ork.
M. Previous experience in social xvork. Expl..in.
N. Tsi ching experience.
O. Police experience.
P. Maturity.
Q. .Sympathetic <-nd understi.ndin^^ appro ch to delinquents.
R. Bro^d experience not necessarily rel. tcd to social work.
S. Must p ss tests required of police officers.
T . . ny other
III. Ho*.' are your p role officers selected? (Tha tarm "p..role officef
is used here to iaaic£.te the person rho supervises the child v^ho has
been rele sed from the tr:..ininej school; tnis term is used for conven-
ience to include those who re called "placement officerV "social
v.orkerV and "aftercare : orker" in some institutions.)
i-
.
By civil service examin tion.




ppointment by head of institution.
B. '.ppointment by he- d of ^tste aep'-rtment . Which stete department?
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Tho Progrecf; of Juvenil,, P. role
Vvhot ore your ootj-bliaheu Oinpioynient practices?
H. P.=role officer lies permenent civil service status eftor probationary
period.
B. Civil service status from uttu of appointment.
C. Subject to reraovel "ith change of uministration.
D. Hired for specific period. Explain.
E. "dust shov results on the job. Explain.
F. 'I^ure is inaefinite but in prc ctice is retsonebly permanent.
G. P role officers ore rehirea nnuaily.
H. . ny other btsis of tenure.
J. P role officers are allo'-ea 1-a- ve of bsence for further educi tion
or tr-..ining. For hov^ long?
K. Pc role officers are gr nted vacations v itliout pay. Hov' much
L. Parole officers are granted v-- cations v-ith pay. Hov." much time?
i,vi. Sick le. ve is c ilovvoci ithout seduction or piy. much?
N. Retirement provisions .re avt liable. Explain briefly.
O. jvlaternity ier ve is riio’.'ed. '^ovc' much time?
P. .-ny other.
V. VJh; t re the duties of your p. role officers?
Securing social histories.
B. Making preparole investigations.
C. Cont: cting inmc te prior to rele .se from tr. ining scnool.
D. Must live for a perioa of time in tne training school. Hot'- long?
E. Case v^orK vrith chila's family prior to his relesoe.
F. Finding suitable foster homes.
G. Supervising p.i rolees in foster homes.
H. Supervising p: rolees in o'-n homes.
J. forking rith p, rents and/or rel., tives in supervising parolee.
K. Supervision of parolee in public or private schools.
L. Securing employment for parolee.
[
M. Supervision of parolee on nis or her oirni job.
N. attendcnce at court nearings.
O. Securing healtn services for p' rolees.
P. Making contacts for parolee rith other c>_sovvorK na group work a.gencies.
0,. Corresponding ’.'-ith pcaroice regul riy.
R. Returning parolee to training school for vioiatiou of pi.role.
S. Returning p roiee to tr' ining school on other reasons.
T. Supervisio’i of parolees from other institutions. ExpltMn.
U. attena^nce at .meetings of parole boc ra or p. role committee.
V. any other.
VI. vVhat is the mr keup of your sta ff ana their salary r^ nge?
Superintendent or director. Salary range
B. isst. Superintendent or - sst. airector. Salary range
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The Progress of Juvenile P, role
V'h. t is the nf-keup of your p role &t. ff? (Continuea):
D. Physicien (on porole stffr). 6.,.iery rr-nge
£. Psychi;-trist " " " Sul-'ry r^n^e
F. Psychologist " " 3:lsry renge
G. PsychoiTietrist (other tmn psychologist) u_ii..ry r nge
H. jt^rrole officers, xio^' ritny? Selory r.nge_
J. loster hOiae finaers. HoV'; iiii^ny? 3c-l ry r> nge
11. Juaployment supervisors, liov: itiMiy? oeltry renge^
L. .vleaic. 1 soci 1 ’"oricers. lio’w meny?__ 3r. izrry rt..ng,e^
M. -Jiy others.











By lectures -.nd/or auscussions et steff meetings.
By lectures tnci/or discussions sponsorcu by the purolt; uepertment or
by the institution.
By in org^nizea in-service st; ff-tr. ining progr n.
Department provides tia<^ off for ettenaunco it lectures c.nd conferences.
Department provides time off for teking courses.
Promotions srs nwraed for furtner training .
Incressc in Si-,lery sY'ardea fur further tr ining.
Essily occe.ssible staff library,
jjiy other method.
VIII. riow often e.re staff meetings held ^na ^’tn.t ic the program?
i.. Hof often?
B. announcement of nuministrative procedures, chengos, naues, regulotions.
C. Discussion of aamuiistrotive procedures, changes, rules, rsgulntions.
D. C:- se studios presented.
E. Cc se studies discussed.
F. Discussion of problems of community cooperation.
G. xjectures c nd/or discussions pertaining to c; se T-ork.
H. " " " " ” psychiatry.
I. " " *' " " trui-ncy oud school offences.
K. " " “ " " employment problems.
L. " " " " " delinquency and criminology.
M. Present .tiOd or reseirch . ud/or st. tisticai problems.
N. ..nything else.
IX. Uhst is the average c. se lo; d of ch parole officer?
A. Averc ge case ioi.a . Highest load Lowest lo.'
d
B. Special case lo ds Explain.
X. On Fhi.t basis are cr scs assigned to p- role officers?
A. District covered by parole officer.
B. Med teal problems supervisee by speci' xizea worker.
C. On basis of ege.
D. " " " color.
E. " " " behavior problems presented.
F. Specialized parole officer for foster home supervision.
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The Pro^;ress of Juvenile Parole
”X. On V'hct basis are Cc ses assif^nea to jjarole officers? (Continued)
G. Specialized parole officer for feebleminded children.
H. " " " " parolees V'fho £.re employed.
J. iuiy other.
XI. When is chila first contacted by parole officer?










Prior to rele. se. T'.' hen?
p.£ rolee is usually brought home by parole officer on release.
” " ” " to foster home by p. role officer.
11 first seen by a parole officer vathin a ^A:eek of release.
" " " " " ” ten days ” ” .
" .r tf *> t, u
.1 vreeKs " ”
„ n IT IT Ti TT month " ” .
.ny other.
XII. Wh t re the f..ctors involved in the relu;.sc of the child on parole?
i- . Preprtrole investig tion of home.
B. Freviuent home visits to j^roxjsre the home for the child. Hov/ many?
C. Preparole course in the institution.
D. Definite job must be . vailrble for those v:ho should go to vork.
E. bystem of gradual release by mec.ns of v^ cations froia tr.aining school
and trips outside of the institution.
F. Child sUc res in planning program for rele;\se.
G. availability of foster home.
H. Credit system determines progr.- m for release.
J. Definite term of coiainitment.
K. Indefinite tern of commitment.
L. Release depends upon age of child.
M. " " " child’s general response to institutional treatment.
N. Earlier release as rev.’ara for cooperation in providing information
concerning the beh. vior oi other inmates.
O. Rele? so depends to a considarfc.ble extent upon capacity of institution.
P. " " upon the child’s attainment of objectives other than
credit m<-.rks.
Q. Release depends upon home conditions.
R. Release determined by superintendent of institution.
”
" he.ci of parole dep:.rtment.
" " " St: fl coramittee in institution.
” "
'* porolo st. ff.
" "






offici..is of state dep...rtment . Expla.in.




Parolee visits office of p' role department, ^'ovi often?
" v.rites at st, ted intervals. Ho\v often?
Parole officer visits home or foster home of r parolee.
. . ! ; Hovv' often?
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The a-^royreci: oT Juvenixe roie
XIII How is parolee supervised? (Continued)
D, Parole officer meets parolee in clubhouse. How often?
E» Parole officer meets parolee in courthouse. How often?
F. Correspondence with family or foster family of parolee.
G. With v/hat percentage of p rolees is correspondence the oaly method of
supervision?
H. Supervision by local public officer (other than parole officer! Explain
J. Supervision by other local person. Explain.
K. How often is po.rolee contacted?
L. Any other method.
XIV. What other services does your parole department provide?
A. Free clothing.
B. Medical service by member of parole department.
C. Psychiatric service by member of p. role department.
D. Voc'tional guidance by expert in parole department.
I
E. Bnployment service.
F. Spending money for parolee.
G. Tuition in private schools eud/or colleges.
H. Summer Cejnping.
J. Winter camping.
K. Tuition for camping.
L. Tutoring.
M. Recroetional facilities provided by parole department.
N. Any other
XV. For what reasons are parolees returned to the institution?
A. Medical treatment.
B* ^ Baychiatrto tKontment .
C. Temporary home pending location of suitable home or foster home.
D. Violation of state or federal law.
E. Violation of city or tovm ordinance or by-law.
F. Violation of parole rules.
G. Unemployment.
H. Refusal to accept employment.
J. Unmanageable at school or trunney.
K. Vagrancy or loitering.
L. Gambling.
M. Unmanageable at home.
N. Venereal disease.
O. Bad companions.
P. Failure to report regularly.
Q. Stea^ling,—vdthout court appe ranee.
R . Homosexual ct s .
S. Fornication.
T. Any other.
XVI. How is parolee discharged from supervision?
A. Automatically at 21 ye-^rs of age.
B. "" ” wh.,t age?
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XVI. How is parolee discharged from supervision? (Continued)
D. By discharge as unfit subject. Explain.















Enlistment in Army, j-^avy, ^-'.rines, or Coast Gusrd.
Enlistment in merchant la'-rine.
Commitment to mental hospital or hospits.1 for epileptics.
”




” ” another tr- ining school.
” ” school for feeble-minded.
Whenever parolee has ma.de ?. satisfactory adjustment to the community.
Any other.
XVII. ^Vhat are your rr.ethods of record keeping?
A. Folder for each parolee.
B. Face sheet in folder.
C. Copies of ^'ll correspondence kept in folder.
D. Copies of reports -nd summ ries kept in folder.
E. Social history in folder.
F. Slip system of reporting on p rolee.
G. Chronologic. .1 running record.
H. Practically identic 1 information in records of tr ining school and of
parole department.
J. Separate folder for record of foster hom.e.
K. Record systeiu on cards.
L. Index card for each p^-roloe.
M. any other.
XVIII. Have any studies been made of the progress of your parolees?
If so, please indicate when and where and by v/hom- these studies




XIX. W^ill you please send me copies of annual reports or of other
publications concerning your institution or yo r parole department
vrhich vail help me in understanding the work of your department?
XX. Comments ;nd suggestions . Your opinions ,~nd ..ny dditional information
you may v.ash to give v.all be very much ..appreciated. Wha.t, for example,
do you consider to be the most recent dvajices in juvenile p.’role work?
**PLEASE RETURN AT YOUR E^-RLIEST CON^/ENIENCE TO
Mr. Emanuel Borenstein, 94 Ridge Avenue, Newton Centre, Massachusetts.
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Your assistance is urgently need in completing
the important study of juvenile parole progress.
If you did not receive or have misplaced the
questionnaire which was sent you, please advise
me so that I may send you another. It can be
filled out in less than thirty minutes. Your
advice and encouragement are indispensable to
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STATES WITH CENTRALIZED CONTROL OF JUVENILE PAROLE
Hawaii-State Department of Institutions.
Illinois-(Sub)Division of Supervision of Delinquents, Division
• of Juvenile Adjustment, Department of Public Welfare.
Iowa-State Board of Control.
Kansas-Bureau of Child Welfare, State Board of Social Welfare.
Massachusetts-Boys * Parole Branch and Girls* Parole Branch,
Division of Juvenile Training, Department of Public
Welfare
.
Minnesota-State Board of Control.
Missouri-State Board of Probation and Parole.
Nebraska-Dual system. Children committed because of a felony
are released on parole and supervised by the Board of
Pardons and Paroles, The rest of the children released
from the state training schools are supervised by the
State Board of Control.
New Jersey-State Department of Institutions and Agencies.
North Dakota-Bureau of Child Welfare, State Board of
Admin istrat ion
.
Rhode Island-Division of Probation and Parole,
South Dakota-Board of Charities and Corrections.
Wisconsin-Bureau of Probation and Parole.
Tennessee-Division of Pardons, Paroles, and Probation in
Department of Institutions.
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TRA.INING SCHOOLS CONTROLLING THEIR OWN APTERCARE DEPARTMENT





Preston School of Industry-
Cal.
State Industrial Sch. for
Girls-Col.
Long Lane Farm-Conn.
Connecticut School for Boys
Ferris Industrial Sch. -Del.
Industrial School for Colored
Girls-Del.
Delaware Ind, Sch, for Girls
National Tr. Sch. for Girls-
D.C.
Idaho Industrial Tr. School
Indiana Boys* School
Indiana Girls* School
Iowa Training School for Boys
Iowa Training School for Girls
Ormsby Village-Ky,
State Sch. for Girls-Me.
State Sch, for Boys-Me.
Cheltenham School for Boys-Md,
Maryland Tr. Sch. for Boys
Maryland Tr, School for
Colored Girls
Montrose Sch, for Girls -Md.
State Tr. Sch. for Boys -Minn.
State Ind, School-N.H,
New York State Tr, School
for Boys
New York State Tr, School
for Girls
New York State Vocational
Institution





Sleighton Farm School for
Girls-Pa.
Gatesville State School for
Boys-Texas
Weeks School-Vermont
Virginia Ind, School for
Boys
State School for Girls -Wash,
Wyoming Girls* School
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